
DATE GROUP PITCHING HITTING MIDDLE INFIELD CORNER INFIELD OUTFIELD / BASE RUNNING CATCHING
8-Nov 1,2,3 #1 Opening evals, intro to pitching #1 Opening evals, Intro Position #1 Opening evals, intro to fielding #1 Opening evals, intro to fielding #1 Opening evals, intro to OF play #1 Opening evals, intro to C play
9-Nov 4,5,6 #1 Opening evals, intro to pitching #1 Opening evals, intro to hitting #1 Opening evals, intro to fielding #1 Opening evals, intro to fielding #1 Opening evals, intro to OF play #1 Opening evals, intro to C play

10-Nov 7,8,9 #1 Opening evals, intro to pitching #1 Opening evals, intro to hitting #1 Opening evals, intro to fielding #1 Opening evals, intro to fielding #1 Opening evals, intro to OF play #1 Opening evals, intro to C play
15-Nov 4,5,6 #2 First movements in delivery #2 Intro Position - Quiet, Athletic, Awareness #2 Pre-pitch movements w/timing #2 Pre-pitch movement w/timing #2 Proper fly ball mechanics #2 Receiving the baseball
16-Nov 7,8,9 #2 First movements in delivery #2 Intro Position - Quiet, Athletic, Awareness #2 Pre-pitch movements w/timing #2 Pre-pitch movement w/timing #2 Proper fly ball mechanics #2 Receiving the baseball
17-Nov 1,2,3 #2 First movements in delivery #2 Intro Position - Quiet, Athletic, Awareness #2 Pre-pitch movements w/timing #2 Pre-pitch movement w/timing #2 Proper fly ball mechanics #2 Receiving the baseball
22-Nov 1,2,3 #3 Knee lift w/leg kick and stacking #3 First movements in hitting, load & balance #3 Proper fielding mechanics, short feeds #3 Proper fielding mechanics, short feeds #3 Proper fly ball mechanics #3 Receiving the baseball
29-Nov 1,2,3 #4 Gloveside mechanics #4 First movements in hitting, load & balance #4 Fielding the ball, flips, bad hops #4 Fielding, receiving, tags #4 Routes to baseball - left, right, front, back #4 Proper blocking technique
30-Nov 7,8,9 #3 Knee lift w/leg kick and stacking #3 First movements in hitting, load & balance #3 Proper fielding mechanics, short feeds #3 Proper fielding mechanics, short feeds #3 Proper fly ball mechanics #3 Receiving the baseball
1-Dec 4,5,6 #3 Knee lift w/leg kick and stacking #3 First movements in hitting, load & balance #3 Proper fielding mechanics, short feeds #3 Proper fielding mechanics, short feeds #3 Proper fly ball mechanics #3 Receiving the baseball
6-Dec 10,11,12 #1 Opening evals, intro to pitching #1 Opening evals, Intro Position #1 Opening evals, intro to fielding #1 Opening evals, intro to fielding #1 Opening evals, intro to OF play #1 Opening evals, intro to C play
7-Dec 4,5,6 #4 Gloveside mechanics #4 First movements in hitting, load & balance #4 Fielding the ball, flips, bad hops #4 Fielding, receiving, tags #4 Routes to baseball - left, right, front, back #4 Proper blocking technique
8-Dec 7,8,9 #4 Gloveside mechanics #4 First movements in hitting, load & balance #4 Fielding the ball, flips, bad hops #4 Fielding, receiving, tags #4 Routes to baseball - left, right, front, back #4 Proper blocking technique

13-Dec 10,11,12 #2 First movements w/knee lift & legkick #2 Intro Position - Quiet, Athletic, Awareness #2 Pre-pitch movements w/timing #2 Pre-pitch movement w/timing #2 Proper fly ball mechanics #2 Receiving the baseball
14-Dec 7,8,9 #5 Final pieces w/front leg block #5 The swing - launch quickness, barrell control #5 Reading the hop #5 Reading the hop #5 Routes to baseball - left, right, front, back #5 Proper blocking technique
15-Dec 1,2,3 #5 Final pieces w/front leg block #5 The swing - launch quickness, barrell control #5 Reading the hop #5 Reading the hop #5 Routes to baseball - left, right, front, back #5 Proper blocking technique
20-Dec 1,2,3 #6 Introduction to the windup delivery #6 The swing - launch quickness, barrell control #6 Backhands and slowrollers #6 Proper 1B footwork, getting to bag #6 Pro-step and crow hop technique $6 Catch and throw
21-Dec 10,11,12 #3 Gloveside mechanics w/ final pieces #3 First movements in hitting, load & balance #3 Proper fielding mechanics, short feeds #3 Proper fielding mechanics, short feeds #3 Proper fly ball mechanics #3 Receiving the baseball
22-Dec 4,5,6 #5 Final pieces w/front leg block #5 The swing - launch quickness, barrell control #5 Reading the hop #5 Reading the hop #5 Routes to baseball - left, right, front, back #5 Proper blocking technique
3-Jan 10,11,12 #4 Slidesteps and pitchouts (1st flatground) #4 First movements in hitting, load & balance #4 Fielding the ball, flips, bad hops #4 Fielding, receiving, tags #4 Routes to baseball - left, right, front, back #4 Proper blocking technique
4-Jan 7,8,9 #6 Introduction to the windup delivery #6 The swing - launch quickness, barrell control #6 Backhands and slowrollers #6 Proper 1B footwork, getting to bag #6 Pro-step and crow hop technique $6 Catch and throw
5-Jan 4,5,6 #6 Introduction to the windup delivery #6 The swing - launch quickness, barrell control #6 Backhands and slowrollers #6 Proper 1B footwork, getting to bag #6 Pro-step and crow hop technique $6 Catch and throw

10-Jan 10,11,12 #5 Midterms evals, pickoffs to all bases #5 Midterms evals & the swing essentials #5 Midterms evals, reading the hop #5 iMdterm evals, reading the hop #5 Midterms evals, routes to baseball #5 Midterms evals, proper blocking tehnique
11-Jan 1,2,3 #7 Midterms evals, PFPs #7 Midterms evals, approach, situational hitting #7 Midterms evals #7 Midterms evals, timing w/stride #7 Midterms evals, pro-step and crow hops $7 Midtems evals, catch and thtorw
12-Jan 7,8,9 #7 Midterms evals, PFPs #7 Midterms evals, approach, situational hitting #7 Midterms evals #7 Midterms evals, timing w/stride #7 Midterms evals, pro-step and crow hops $7 Midtems evals, catch and thtorw
17-Jan 1,2,3 #8 Slidesteps and pitchouts (1st flatground) #8 Approach, situational hitting and bunting #8 Proper tags, letting the ball travel #8 Scoops #8 Sliding techniques into bases #8 Wildpitches, throws to plate and backpicks
18-Jan 4,5,6 #7 Midterms evals, PFPs #7 Midterms evals, approach, situational hitting #7 Midterms evals #7 Midterms evals, timing w/stride #7 Midterms evals, pro-step and crow hops $7 Midtems evals, catch and thtorw
19-Jan 10,11,12 #6 Changeups, 4 seam vs 2 seam (2nd flat) #6 The swing - launch quickness, barrell control #6 Backhands and slowrollers #6 Proper 1B footwork, getting to bag #6 Pro-step and crow hop technique $6 Catch and throw
24-Jan 10,11,12 #7 Curveballs & sliders (1st bp w/catchers) #7 Approach, situational hitting and bunting #7 Proper tags, letting the ball travel #7 Striding for ball w/timing #7 Pro-step and crow hop technique $7 Catch and thtorw
25-Jan 4,5,6 #8 Slidesteps and pitchouts (1st flatground) #8 Approach, situational hitting and bunting #8 Proper tags, letting the ball travel #8 Scoops #8 Sliding techniques into bases #8 Wildpitches, throws to plate and backpicks
26-Jan 7,8,9 #8 Slidesteps and pitchouts (1st flatground) #8 Approach, situational hitting and bunting #8 Proper tags, letting the ball travel #8 Scoops #8 Sliding techniques into bases #8 Wildpitches, throws to plate and backpicks
31-Jan 1,2,3 #9 Changeups, 4 seam vs 2 seam (2nd flat) #9 Finish - On Deck Responsiblities, Routines #9 Rundowns #9 Errant throws #9 How to take a proper lead at 1B and 2B #9 Calling pitches and picking up signs for steals
1-Feb 7,8,9 #9 Changeups, 4 seam vs 2 seam (2nd flat) #9 Finish - On Deck Responsiblities, Routines #9 Rundowns #9 Errant throws #9 How to take a proper lead at 1B and 2B #9 Calling pitches and picking up signs for steals
2-Feb 10,11,12 #8 Live action to hitters w/FPS emphasis #8 Approach, situational hitting and bunting #8 Rundowns #8 Scoops #8 Sliding techniques into bases #8 Wildpitches, throws to plate and backpicks
7-Feb 10,11,12 #9 Live action to hitters w/slidesteps & po's #9 Finish - On Deck Responsiblities, Routines #9 Doubleplay footwork and turns #9 Errant throws #9 How to take a proper lead at 1B and 2B #9 Calling pitches and picking up signs for steals
8-Feb 4,5,6 #9 Changeups, 4 seam vs 2 seam (2nd flat) #9 Finish - On Deck Responsiblities, Routines #9 Rundowns #9 Errant throws #9 How to take a proper lead at 1B and 2B #9 Calling pitches and picking up signs for steals
9-Feb 7,8,9 #10 Live action to hitters, FPS emphasis #10 Finish - On Deck Responsiblities, Routines #10 Doubleplay footwork and turns #10 Flips and inbetween throws #10 How to take a proper lead at 1B and 2B #10 Calling pitches and picking up signs for steals

14-Feb 7,8,9 #11 Live action to hitters w/1-1 counts #11 The complete swing and bunting #11 Coverages and responsbilities #11 Extension and strides #11 Positioning and pre-pitch action #11 Blocking w/catch and throw
15-Feb 1,2,3 #10 Live action to hitters, FPS emphasis #10 Finish - On Deck Responsiblities, Routines #10 Doubleplay footwork and turns #10 Flips and inbetween throws #10 How to take a proper lead at 1B and 2B #10 Calling pitches and picking up signs for steals
16-Feb 10,11,12 #10 Live action to hitters w/1-1 counts #10 Finish - On Deck Responsiblities, Routines #10 Doubleplay footwork and turns #10 Flips and inbetween throws #10 How to take a proper lead at 1B and 2B #10 Calling pitches and picking up signs for steals
21-Feb 10,11,12 #11 Live action to hitters w/OS in FB counts #11 The complete swing and bunting #11 Coverages and responsbilities #11 Holding runner and coming off bag #11 Positioning and pre-pitch action #11 Blocking w/catch and throw
22-Feb 7,8,9 #12 Final evals and live action to hitters #12 Final evals, the complete swing and bunting #12 Final evals, full review #12 Final evals, extension and stride #12 Final evals, outfield play and base running final#12 Final evals, receiving baseball & wildpitches
23-Feb 4,5,6 #10 Live action to hitters, FPS emphasis #10 The complete swing and bunting #10 Doubleplay footwork and turns #10 Flips and inbetween throws #10 How to take a proper lead at 1B and 2B #10 Calling pitches and picking up signs for steals
28-Feb 10,11,12 #12 Final evals and live action to hitters #12 Final evals, the complete swing and bunting #12 Final evals, full review #12 Final evals, extension and stride #12 Final evals, outfield play and base running final#12 Final evals, receiving baseball & wildpitches
1-Mar 1,2,3 #11 Final evals and live action to hitters #11 Final evals, the complete swing and bunting #11 Final evals, full review #11 Final evals, extension and stride #11 Final evals, how to take proper leads #11 Final evals, blocking w/catch and throw
2-Mar 4,5,6 #11 Final evals and live action to hitters #11 Final evals, the complete swing and bunting #11 Final evals, full review #11 Final evals, extension and stride #11 Final evals, outfield play and base running final#11 Final evals, blocking w/catch and throw
7-Mar 1,2,3 #12 Live action to hitters w/offspeed #12 The complete swing and bunting #12 Coverages and responsbilities #12 Holding the runner on and coming off bag#12 Final evals, outfield play and base running final#12 Calling pitches & tendencies
8-Mar 4,5,6 #12 Live action to hitters w/offspeed #12 The complete swing and bunting #12 Coverages and responsbilities #12 Holding the runner on and coming off bag#12 Positioning and pre-pitch action #12 Calling pitches & tendencies
9-Mar 7,8,9 #13 Live action to hitters w/offspeed #13 Full review, live hitting w/offspeed #13 Rounding the baseball #13 Full review, final comments #13 Full reiviw w/live action #13 Calling pitches & tendencies

14-Mar 1,2,3 #13 Live action to hitters w/offspeed #13 Full review, live hitting w/offspeed #13 Rounding the baseball #13 Full review, final comments #13 Positioning and pre-pitch action #13 Calling pitches & tendencies
15-Mar 4,5,6, #13 Live action to hitters w/offspeed #13 Full review, live hitting w/offspeed #13 Rounding the baseball #13 Full review, final comments #13 Full reiviw w/live action #13 Calling pitches & tendencies


